
Cozies are simple to sew and make great gifts for the 
MacAddict of the house.  

Here’s the basics that you’ll need:

- sewing machine
- yard stick
- fabric
- matching thread
- large scissors
- pins
- pencil
- butcher’s paper (or some kind of large, clean,
  paper).
- iron

optional:
- seam ripper
- hand needle
- fancy edging

Fabric tips:
This pattern looks best in a medium weight fabric such as 
quilter’s cottons. Pre-quilted bathrobe fabrics work well, too, 
and can be finished with seam tape instead of a lining. It’s 
best to plan a lining for the thinner fabrics. Stripes and plaids 
will work as long as you remember to line them up when you 
cut them.

Yardages: 
These measurements allow for shrinkage and are based on 
45” wide fabric. 

Individually:
CPU: 1 1/4 yd. fabric, 1 1/4 yd. lining.
Monitor: 1 5/8 yd. fabric, 1 5/8 yd. lining.
Keyboard: 1/2 yd. fabric, 1/2 yd. lining,
Mouse: two 6”x12” pieces, one for fabric, one for lining.

If you want to make the whole shebang, you could probably 
buy 3 yards each of fabric and lining, a little more for plaids 
or stripes.

Mac Cozies

Step 1: Cutting the pattern
As the saying goes, measure twice, cut once.

- Accurately measure width, depth and height from 
top to table of the CPU, monitor and input devices, 
then add an inch to every measurement.

- Carefully measure and cut all pieces but backs out 
of paper, keeping right angles as true as possible. 
(Tip: use a measuring tool or the corner of a piece of 
paper as a guide.) Label each with the name of the 
piece, top, side and bottom.

- Make two cutouts for each back piece, adding an 
extra inch onto each width. Label them like the other 
pieces.
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Step 2: Lay out the pattern
Don't forget to make allowances for stripes or plaids
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